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ABSTRACT

The thesis develops and argues for a version of realism about micro entities postulated

by sdentific theories. It begins with analyses of the concepts of reality. observation.

interaction, causality and reasonableness, which are crudal in the modem realism deba~e.

In this way, it is found that, within the debate, a move from the acceptance of the causal

role of an entity to the acceptance of its reality is legitimated. Hence "good reasons" for

accepting the reality of the entity are those that indicate [hat its causal relevance to some

other objects has been conceptually and experimentally identitied. The acceptance is

reasonable in the sense that it both is the best choice and is relative, open and critical.· .. ',

Given this recognition, the constituents of "good reasons" for identifying a postulated

entity's causal relevance are sought. Such logical attempts as hypothetico-deductivism.

Glymour's bootstrapping theory and Sylvan's programme for relevance logics of cause

are demonstrated to be incapable of identifying the causal relevance. Hence the

"experimental approach" is preferred and developed. An account of good reasons based

on a cause identification condition, which consists of a model constituent and an

experiment constituent, is proposed. clarified and defended by case studies of models and

experiments in elementary particle physics and molecular biology. These experiments are

shown for the first time to have a special tree-structure, which reflects a synthesis of

their self-checking and -correcting mechanisms and which makes them manipulations of

the postulated entity. It is argued that through the tree structure scientists' belief in the

reality of DNA molecules is rooted in the nature of the technology used to manipulate

them. Finally, with a comparative case study of the neutrino and the ether, the challenge

by Laudan (1981) for realism is met and the adequacy of the account of good reasons is

further proved. The thesis has philosophically accounted for the reasonableness of

scientific belief in the reality of the micro-entity . :~!
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Nearly a decade ago, Fine declared: "Realism is dead." According to him. th~

death had already been announced by the neopositivists who re.l.1ized that they could

dec!are the questions rdised by the existence claims of realism as mere pseudoquestions

without conflicting with any result of science. It was hastened by Bohr's victory over

Einstein in the debates over the interpretation of quantum theory, and certified by the fact

that the last two generations of physical scientists could do science successfully without

realism. So any philosophical effort to "pump up the ghostly shell and to give it new life"

will be eventually regarded "as the first stage in the process of mourning" (Fine, 1984,

p. 83).

In spite of this, however, the realism debate, one of the currently central issues

in the philosophy of science, shows no sign of stopping. The ghost appears to argue that

its death announcement is premature. Indeed, if realism is a philosophical issue, history

tells us that philosophical issues hardly die, even though their forms may vary. If it is

an empirical or scientific issue, there has been no lack of announcements about its living

in science, some of them are more specific and seemingly truer than Fine's (see, for

example, Albright, 1982, p. 150). It has been generally realized that in such branches

of science as elementary particle physics or molecular biology, the issue is not whether

most of the scientists are realists, but why they are or whether this is philosophically

"reasonable." If the realism debate is a "mourning process," the mourning might last as

long as we human beings do. As Wartofsky explains, we all know that when the Greeks

shoot arrows from bows, arrows can fly and are flying. What Zeno's paradox shows is

just that "something must be wrong with our 'rational' account, with the language in

which motion through space and time is described, if it yields a flightless arrow" (1991,

1
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p. 39).

So it appears that it is still not too out of fashion to talk about realism today. In

this thesis, I join the debate and discuss a certain form of realism about theoretical

entities. Scientific realism of the kind held by Putnam, Boyd, and others, has two main

principles, which divide realism into two subgroups:

Entity realism: The observational and theoretical terms within the theories of a mature
science genuinely refer;

Truth realism: Scientific theories belonging to a mature science are typically
approximately true.

Entity realism is logically independent of truth realism, as many people recognize (see,

for example, Devitt, 1984, Hacking, 1983): we can be realists only about entities, and

argue for entity realism without arguing for or depending on truth realism. I take this for

granted in this thesis, and I argue solely for a form of entity realism.

The quarrel between scientific realists and anti-realists, up to now, has been in

four main related fields: (1) the issue of reference of theoretical terms; (2) the function

of realism in science; (3) historical and scientific assessment; and (4) the problems with

distinguishing theory from observation.

The reference issue came especially from this fact: the meanings of a term, say

"electron", in competing and successive theories are so different that we can hardly say

that the term in different theories refers to the same thing. Among others, early Putnam

and Kripke developed a theory of meaning to meet this challenge. This theory holds that

what determines the reference of a word is a historical process of naming that establishes

a connection between a natural kind of thing and its theory, which, in Putnam's opinion,

need not be a correct one. Bohr's theory of the electron, for example, is not a strictly

correct description of the properties of electrons, but it did successfully carry on a

process of naming the particle. Theories of the electron changed a lot in their short

history, but all of them, on Putnam's theory--for instance, those of Rutherford, Bohr and

Schrodinger--were certainly talking about the same thing which is the stable extension

of the term "electron" (Putnam, 1979, Kripke, 1972).
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There was much discussion concerning the suitabilitv of this theorv. but now the- . .
issue of reference is less important in the rc<'\lism debate. Many people. like Hacking.

Rom Harre, W. Salmon. and van Fraassen, believe that philosophical studies of logic and

language have very little place in the philosophy of science. Hacking, for instance,

rejects the manner of the arguments in the semantic realism/anti-realism debates on

ground that the debates are empty, and will typically lead to a confused or wrong

conclusion since they pay so little attention to the details of a science (Hacking. 1983,

p. 90).

The necessity of realism in science is very doubtful to anti-realists. They pose

two questions: (a) Is the postulation of theoretical entitie'\ really necessary in scicncc'! (b)
..

Is a realistic interpretation of theoretical entities really necessary? Some older anti-

realists, like some idealists, firmly say no to both. For instrumentalists, theoretical terms

are only useful intellectual fictions, or mathematical tools. Some people even deny that

scientists have ever intended to explain phenomena. Positivists believe that, like other

metaphysical nonsense in science, the statements involving theoretical terms could be

replaced by logically equivalent statements with only observational terms. although no

such logical or linguistic reductionism, like Ramsey's, has worked so far.

Boyd and McMullin argue that the realist way of thinking has a methodological role

in science (McMullin, 1984, pp. 31-34, Boyd, 1990). But Fine argues to the contrary

that realism has actually blocked the road of scientific progress. He claims that a

nonrealist attitude has led to many important developments in relativistic physics and

quantum theory, while the realist attitude has made little progress in science, as shown

in the later Einstein (Fine, 1984, pp. 91-95).

Fine's argument is neither sound nor consistent with the intuition of most modem

scientists. Since there are so many factors responsible for scientific progress, it is hardly

reasonable to blame the realist attitude of a scientist for his failure to make a great

success on this or that issue. Scientists' realistic attitude does not fundamentally lie in

their specific concepts of what the world is like, such as Einstein's idea of determinism,

but..in the necessity and rationality of such tendencies and behaviours as postulating a

theoretical entity to explain phenomena in the laboratory. At least in some branches of
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the physical sciences, scientists need to explain by postulating theoretical entities. Even

though it might be reasonable to say that these scientists are philosophically naive,

believing in realism about their entities, this does not lead to saying that they don't have

the belief, nor can we say that the belief can be removed from science without any

serious effects.

Realists think that historical and scientific practices offer support for realism.

There is the so-called "no miracles argument": namely, it would be a great miracle if a

theory had a good explanatory function and made many novel and correct empirical

predictions without what the theory says about the fundamental structure of the world

being correct. So realism is reasonable because it can best explain the success of science.

Yet antirealists don't accept the validity of this "inference to the best

explanation," or Peircian abduction. Besides, the argument begs question for them.

Laudan argues that in the history of science, successful theories had non-referring terms,

like caloric, phlogiston and, specially, ether. Conversely, theories with referring terms,

like atom, were not, originally, successful. A "pessimistic induction" follows from this

kind of explanation of the history of science: given those historical cases, who can

guarantee that the present existence claims about, say, the electron, will not be thrown

away by some new scientific discoveries someday?

There have been arguments against Laudan. Dilworth holds that the theories

Laudan refers to are today generally considered to be incorrect with regard to the

ontologies they suggest, not because this (realist) way of thinking is itself mistaken, but

on the contrary, because this way of thinking has led to revision of judgement. It is

largely because technological advance has shown those particular ontologies not to exist

(Dilworth, 1990, p. 456). The problem here is, of course, how to know what in science

could reliably be an indicator of the existence of an entity. I will argue in this thesis that

Laudan's explanation of the history is doubtful; many of his counter-examples can be

proven not to work if we have a suitable concept of "empirical success", one which
,\-

means that the causal relevance of the entity in question call be located and controlled.

The problem of how to find the causal connection between certain observable

evidence and an·· unobservable' entity .is inevitably connected with the issue of
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distinguishing theory from observation. The doctrine of the underdeterminism of th~ories

by their evidence tells us that theories with different ontologies can be empirically

equivalent or evidentially indistinguishable. This is another argument for the age-old idea

that our empirical knowledge cannot extend to "unobservables. It

Shapere argues that the traditional theory-observation distinction is nol suitabk

(1984 pp. 366-76). Indeed the problem of realism largely or eventually depends on how

we conceive the line between "theory" and "observation." It is an open question whether

the old, rigid, and unchangeable style of defining the concept of observation in terms of

a human being's direct sensations does fit the practice of modem sciences. At least. 1

think, it is a fact that the development of modem physics makes it harder to define th~

concept of observability clearly, consistently and nonarbitrarily. If an anti-realist like van

Fraassen takes the moons of Jupiter to be observable through a telescope, but takes genes

or chromosomes to be unobservable with a microscope, he needs to offer a more

fundamental and convincing reason than saying that that is because only in the former

case could a human being (sayan astronaut) ever be in a position, in principle, to see the

objects in question directly (van Fraassen, 1980, p. 16). My question is: if one accepts

that the causal connection between us and the objects via the optical instrument in the

former case is real, why not in the latter case, if we can show a similar causality?--.--_._- --- ._ .... -- - _...._- - .. -- - - . -- - - .

Hence, as many realists now realize, the problems of realism are eventually

related to our concepts ofcausality, observation, experience and physical interaction (see,

for example, Boyd. 1990). To show the existence of an object, micro or macro, the

str()ngest evidence is its empirical interaction with other objects and us. To show the

existence of the interaction, we need both to "know" it and to "do" it. Cartwright says:

"One important thing we sometimes want to do is to layout the causal processes which

brings the phenomena about, and for this purpose it is best to use a model that treats the

causally relevant factors as realistically as possible. .. But this may well preclude

treating other factors realistically" (Cartwright, 1983, p. 152). Hacking holds that the

strongest proof of the e"istence of electrons consists in the fact that electrons are tools

used for creating phenomena in some other domain of nature (Hacking, 1983). The

problem here is in what sense do we "manipulate" electrons? Dilworth argues: "But

( I '
,,:
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experimenters do not manipulate electronsnwhat they manipulate are pieces of

experimental apparatus. They assume such manipulations to have an effect on a trans

empirical reality--so they are themselves realists: but nothing in Hacking's argument

supports a stronger conclusion than this" (Dilworth. 1990). This is an issue whether there

is really a physical relation between our manipulation of the apparatus and the entities.

Eventually, therefore, the core issue is to show what can indicate the existence of

physically causal processes across the border of observability, wherever that border might

be said to be.

So my task is to address the issue of how to decide when a causal relevance

between an entity and some other physical objects has been really found. Following

Hacking's experimental approach (1983). I will try to find the conditions for the causal

relevance along two lines. a descriptive model of the relevance, standing for "knowing, It

and an experiment of materializing relevance, standing for "doing." Such a model is

needed because of the fact that in science an entity assumption will not be taken

seriously, let alone be confirmed, unless it is a plausible (mature) description, namely,

a model, of some causal property of the entity and of how the property plays a role in

a causal relation resulting in certain observable effects. Also, such a model is needed

because, I argue, taken together with experimental confirmation, it affords the strongest

evidence for an entity.

I argue that the conditions thus found for deciding causal relevance constitute a

good reason for, or the reasonableness of, entity realism. "Good reason" has a three-fold

meaning: (1) it is strongest; (2) it is also relative, open, restricted, critical and moderate;

and (3) it is essentially similar to what we use in deciding the existence of macro objects.

So this is the form of realism I will support: realism about a micro entily in question is

reasonable ifir meets the conditionsfor the existence ola desired causal relevance. since

rhe reason ir rims gains is relalive and temporary on the one hand. but also. on the other

.. hand. ir is Ihe strongest that a knowledge claim can possibly obtain even in cases of

macro objects.

I will begin by discussing the concepts of reality, observation, physical

interaction, and causality in the case of micro entities - the part of theoretical entities I
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focus on. In this way I try to find a common place in the realism debate that both re..'\lists

and antirealists stand on. Then from this shared position, I seek what approach to the

study of the existence problem could get the greatest agreement among them. I shaH

argue that the model-experimental approach, developed from Hacking's approach, is the

best choice. And then I shall draw a schema of what the conditions for deciding the

existence of some required causally interactive process would be like. This is what I shall

do in chapters 2 and 3.

In chapter 4. I argue further for my choice of a practical approach by showing

some fatal weaknesses in formal or logical ways of dealing with the problem of evidential

relevance.

In chapters 5. and 6. I shall turn to scientific practices to enrich, clarify and

support the conditions given in chapter 3. In chapter 7. I shall discuss a special structure

of experiments and the nature of technology to reveal the ultimate foundation for the

conditions, for reasonableness and thus for entity realism.

And, finally, in chapter 8. by comparative case-studies of the neutrino and the

ether, I argue that my criteria for a good reason (my notion of success for entity realism)

not only fit modern scientific practice, but also meet no objection in history: Laudan's

ether case could not defeat a realism which has met the criteria. Such a realism is a

reasonable position in the three-fold sense mentioned.



Chapter 2 Scientific Reality

In this chapter I examine some main features of the concept "physical reality"

which is at the core of the realism debate. By this some distinctive presuppositions of the

debate will be shown, which, as a result. also become preconditions for the studies in

this thesis.

2.1 Meanings of Reality

The concept "physical reality" is crucial to the realism debate. Most scientific

realists agree that "physical reality" means "a real object existing independently of our

mind" (see, for example. J. Leplin (ed.) 1984). Yet a clarification of this interpretation

is needed: what are the meanings of "real" and "independent," for instance?

Russell analyzes the meaning of reality this way: II A thing is real if it persists at

a time when it is not perceived; or again. a thing is real when it is correlated with other

things in a way which experience has led us to expect" (Russell, 1963, p. 91). As for

"independence." Russell relates it to causation: "A is independent of B when B is not an

indispensable part of the calise of A" (po 91). Of course, as a result of his empiricist

position concerning causation. Russell argues that independence thus interpreted is still

indefinite and ambiguous(p. 92).

Russell's interpretation is not completely adequate for characterizing "physical

reality. It The second part, specifically, of the interpretation of reality is ambiguous.

What it refers to depends on what we mean by "correlated" and "other things." If the

correlation between a real object and "other things" is not specified, it would not entail

to what category the "real" object belongs: there can be correlation between mind and

8
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